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Abstract: In this paper, a novel 3D vector decomposition is proposed for color-image
encryption, in which a 3D vector is decomposed into two 3D vectors with random size in
a random plane for providing a reliable security constraint. The technique of 3D vector
decomposition, as far as we know, firstly offers a three-component encryption with one
action, which fits well color-image encryption, and outputs a real ciphertext, which is
convenient for recording and transmission. Furthermore, we employ an 1D chaos, which
has strong chaotic properties, and reality-preserving fractional Hartley transform to cooper-
ate 3D vector decomposition for constructing a color-image cryptosystem. Therefore, the
proposed cryptosystem accomplishes improved security by reducing the single-channel
attack risk in individual color-image encryption and avoiding the vulnerable channel in
sequential color-image encryption as well as reduced the amount of data of transform-based
cryptosystem by avoiding the complex output. Also, it has the advantages of strong chaotic
performances, large key space and high key sensitivity, which is highly robust against
various attacks. Experimental results show the effectiveness and superiority of the proposed
cryptosystem.

Index Terms: 3D vector decomposition, 1D chaos, reality-preserving fractional Hartley
transform, color-image encryption.

1. Introduction

With the advent of cloud computing and big data, more and more attention has been paid to
information security. Images often provide a wealth of information, so image encryption has become
a crucial issue and has attracted more and more concern. Image encryption techniques can be
divided into two categories, one is chaos-based encryption [1]–[9], the other is transform-based
encryption [10]–[15]. They each have their own advantages. Chaotic system is widely used in
image encryption because of their good random behavior, ergodicity, and sensitivity to initial values.
Among them, the 1D chaotic system [16]–[18] has attracted the attention of researchers because
it has simpler structure and is easier to implement than multidimensional chaotic system, such as
Logistic map [19] and Tent map [20]. However, its chaotic trajectory is simple and easy to predict,
its chaotic range is narrow, which is vulnerable to attack. Therefore, a chaotic system with a simple
structure but strong chaotic properties is urgently needed.
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The transform-based encryption techniques can change the domain. For example, Refregier
and Javidi first proposed double random phase encoding (DRPE) in 1995 [21], which realized the
conversion between the spatial domain and Fourier transform domain. Compared with this, the
fractional transformation has better performance and increased number of parameters, which con-
tributes to higher security performance of image encryption. Hence, Unnikrishnan [22] introduced
DRPE to fractional Fourier transform for the first time, and then, modifications, such as fractional
cosine transform [23], fractional Fresnel transform [24], and fractional Hartley transform [25] are
derived based on DRPE. However, the output of all fractional transformations is complex, which is
hard to transmit and record. Therefore, how a transformation can have better performance without
increasing the burden of data has always been researchers’ unremitting pursuit.

Chaos and fractional transform can provide important parameters, while one-time pad tend
to provide stronger security constraints than important parameters. Cai et al. have proposed a
cryptosystem based on equal-mode decomposition (EMD) [27], which decomposed a 2D vector
into two 2D vectors, one of which is ciphertext and the other is a private key as a security constraint.
This technique provided a reliable one-way function of trapdoor [28], and was widely used in image
encryption, such as Fresnel-based cryptosystem [29], cascaded EMD cryptosystem [30], etc.
However, the output of the conventional EMD is complex and only applicable to grayscale images. A
color-image contains richer information than the grayscale image, so color-image encryption [31]–
[34] has always been an important issue. However, color-image is individually encrypted with the
same algorithm for each channel [35], [36], which leads to data volume surge, inefficient recording
or transmission and is weak in single-channel attacks, or is encrypted each channel sequentially
[37]–[39], which makes the last encrypted channel less secure. Besides, the transform-based
color-image encryption generally outputs complex ciphertext, which is hard to record and transmit.
Therefore, realizing three-component encryption with one action for color-image which strengthens
the channels security, while maintaining small amount of data is an attractive research issue.

In this paper, we construct a novel 3D vector decomposition (3DVD) for color-image encryption.
In the spatial coordinate system, the proposed 3DVD decomposes a 3D vector into two 3D vectors
with equal modulus. The decomposition plane and size are random, which disturbs the information.
This technique, as far as we know, firstly realizes three-component encryption with one action and
gives real outputs, which reduces the amount of data and facilitates recording and transmission.
Additionally, we apply a 1D chaos [40] with large chaotic range and excellent chaotic performances,
as well as reality-preserving fractional Hartley transform (RPFrHT) [41] to offer a real input for 3DVD
in order to construct a color-image cryptosystem. Moreover, the proposed cryptosystem reduces
the single-channel attack risks in color-image individual encryption, avoids the vulnerable channel
in sequential image encryption and has large key space as well as high key sensitivity. Experimental
results show that the scheme is safe and reliable, and has strong robustness to various attacks.

2. Related Work

This section mainly introduces the technology proposed in this paper, including the Logistic-Tent
system (LTS) and the Reality-Preserving Fractional Hartley transform (RPFrHT).

2.1 Logistic-Tent system (LTS)

The logistic map is a classic 1D chaos with simple dynamic equation and complex chaotic behavior,
and the mathematical definition is given by:

Xn+1 = µXn(1 − Xn), (1)

where µ is a parameter with range of (0, 4].
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Fig. 1. The bifurcation of (a) Logistic map, (b) Tent map, and (c) LTS.

The Tent map is another classic 1D chaos, which is famous for its tent-like shape features, and
its mathematical definition is given by:

Xn+1 =

{

t Xn/2 Xi < 0.5

t (1 − Xn)/2 Xi ≥ 0.5
, (2)

where t is a parameter with range of (0, 4].
Zhou [40] proposed a nonlinear chaotic system by employing Logistic map and Tent map as

seed maps, which names Logistic-Tent system (LTS). The LTS has better characteristics, whose
mathematical expression is given by:

Xn+1 = LT S(µ, Xn) =

{

(µXn(1 − Xn) + (4 − µ)Xn/2) mod 1 Xi < 0.5

(µXn(1 − Xn) + (4 − µ)(1 − Xn)/2) mod 1 Xi ≥ 0.5
, (3)

where µ belongs to (0, 4].
Fig. 1(a)–(c) represent the bifurcation diagram of Logistic map, Tent map and LTS, respectively.

The output sequences of LTS uniformly distribute within [0, 1]. Compared with the ouput of Logistic
map and Tent map, LTS has better chaotics performance.

2.2 Reality-Preserving Fractional Hartley Transform (RPFrHT)

The eign-decomposition of the Hartley transformation matrix at N points can be given by [42]:

H =

N−1
∑

k=0

exp [− jπk]uku
T
k , (4)

where uk is an eigenvector corresponding to eigencalue exp (−jπk], which can be obtained from
the eigenvector of real-valued symmetric matrix W. (ω = 2π /N).

W =

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

2 1 0 · · · 0 1

1 2 cos (ω) 1 · · · 0 0

2 1 2 cos (2ω) · · · 0 0

...
...

...
. . .

...
...

0 0 0 · · · 2 cos [(N − 2)ω] 1

1 0 0 · · · 1 2 cos [(N − 1)ω]

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

, (5)

The fractional Hartley transform is defined as:

Ha = UDaU T =

N − 1
∑

k=0

exp[− jπak]uku
T
k , (6)
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where U = [u0 |u1 | · · · |uN−1]. It can be seen that when a = 1, H degenerates into a Hartley matrix.
Suppose signal be x, then its FrHT is expressed as:

ya = Hax, (7)

However, the output of FrHT is still complex, and the next step is to make the output of FrHT real.
The paper [33] proposed a Reality-Preserving FrHT (RPFrHT). The steps are as follows:
1©: Set x = {x1, x2, . . . , xN}T be a real-valued signal of length N, where N is an even number, and

Ha is a matrix for FrHT with a siz of N/2. Convert x into a complex signal of length N/2, which
is defined as:

⌢

x = {x1 + j · xN/2+1, x2 + j · xN/2+2, . . . , xN/2 + j · xN}T , (8)

2©:
⌢

y = Ha
⌢

x. Reconstruct y = {Re(
⌢

y ), Im(
⌢

y )}T as the output of RPFrHT, which is expressed as:

⌢

y = Hax = {Re(Ha) + j · Im(Ha)} · {Re(
⌢

x ) + j · Im(
⌢

x )}

= {Re(Ha)Re(
⌢

x ) − Im(Ha)Im(
⌢

x )} + j · {Im(Ha)Re(
⌢

x ) + Re(Ha)Im(
⌢

x )}, (9)

Hence

y =

[

Re(Ha) −Im(Ha)

Im(Ha) Re(Ha)

] [

Re(
⌢

x )

Im(
⌢

x )

]

= Ra
Hx, (10)

Where

Ra
H =

[

Re(Ha) −Im(Ha)

Im(Ha) Re(Ha)

]

, (11)

For 2D signal X, its RPFrHT is:

Y = Ra
H · X · Rb

H , (12)

3. Proposed 3D Vector Decomposition (3DVD)

LTS and RPFrHT can provide important parameters for the cryptosystem. However, a private key
is far stronger than the constraint of important parameters, from which we focus on protecting
the cryptosystem with the private key to enhance the security of the cryptosystem. Compared
with 2D Equal Modulus Decomposition (EMD) [27], 3DVD is a new technology to decompose a
space vector into two space vectors with random size in random plane, which is applicable for
color image. Because it can realize three-component encryption with one action, which can help
cryptosystem for avoiding the vulnerable channel in sequential image encryption. The two vectors
after decomposition are used as ciphertext and private key (PK), respectively, which can provide a
superior, effective and valid security constraint. More importantly, this technique gives real outputs
in the encryption process, which is convenient for recording and transmission.

In the space coordinate system, a space vector can be decomposed into two 3D vectors with
equal modulus. A color image I (x, y, z) is regarded as a 3D vector, and it is decomposed into
two vectors with equal modulus P1 and P2, where the angle between P1/P2 and I is ξ , the normal
vector of the P1oP2 plane is k (A, B, C), the angle between the projection of the vector I on the xoy
plane and the y axis is ω, and the angle between the vector I and the z-axis is π/2−δ. The vector
decomposition diagram is shown in Fig. 2 step (a). Where:

tan (ω) = x/y, sin (δ) = z/

√

x2 + y2 + z2. (13)

First, the vector I and plane P1oP2 are rotated ω degrees around the z-axis to the zoy plane and
then rotated π /2 − δ degrees around the x-axis, at this point, the vector I′ overlaps with the z-axis,
P′

1oP′
2 plane after rotation P1oP2 plane perpendicular to the plane xoy, in which the rotated nomal
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Fig. 2. The vector decomposition diagram.

vector is k′ (A′, B′, C′), the rotated P1 and P2 are P′ (x ′
1, y ′

1, z ′
1) and P′

2 (x ′
2, y ′

2, z ′
2), respectively.

The rotated vector decomposition diagram is shown in Fig. 2 step (b).
Suppose the projection of P′ on the xoy plane is P′

1xoy , and the projection of k′ on the xoy plane is

k ′
xoy , the angle between k ′

xoy and the vector (1, 0, 0) is η. The projection diagram is shown in Fig. 2
step (c).

Thus, the results are expressed as:

cos (η) = A′/
√

A′2 + B′2 + C′2, r =

√

x2 + y2 + z2, (14)

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

x ′
1 = r/2 · tan (ξ ) · sin (η)

y ′
1 = r/2 · tan (ξ ) · cos (η)

z ′
1 = r/2

,

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

x ′
2 = −x ′

1

y ′
2 = −y ′

1

z ′
2 = r/2

, (15)

The P′
1 and P′

2 are reversely rotated according to the mentioned steps, that is, multiplying by two
rotation matrices to obtain P1 and P2, which is defined as:

P1 = P′
1(x ′

1, y ′
1, z ′

1) ·

⎡

⎢

⎣

1 0 0

0 sin (δ) − cos (δ)

0 cos (δ) sin (δ)

⎤

⎥

⎦
·

⎡

⎢

⎣

cos (ω) − sin (ω) 0

sin (ω) cos (ω) 0

0 0 1

⎤

⎥

⎦
, (16)

P2 = P′
2(x ′

2, y ′
2, z ′

2) ·

⎡

⎢

⎣

1 0 0

0 sin (δ) − cos (δ)

0 cos (δ) sin (δ)

⎤

⎥

⎦
·

⎡

⎢

⎣

cos (ω) − sin (ω) 0

sin (ω) cos (ω) 0

0 0 1

⎤

⎥

⎦
, (17)

The inverse process is:

I = P1 + P2, (18)

For convenience, this paper takes the above rotation method as an example.

4. Color-Image Encryption Scheme

The We proposed a real-valued, effective cryptosystem with high security performance by applying
the above technology to color-image encryption. This section details the encryption and decryption
process of the cryptosystem.

4.1 Process of Encryption

I. Given six initial values χ0, ς0, α1, β1, α2 and β2, two random sequences of size M × 3N/2
are generated by the following two equations [43]:

χn+1 = α1χn(1 − χn) + β1ς
2, (19)

ςn+1 = α2ςn(1 − ςn) + β2(χ2
n + χnςn), (20)
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By combining the two sequences together and arranging them in uniform ascending order, an
address sequence d with a size of M × 3N is obtained.

II. The R, G and B channels of the original color image are arranged into a picture with a size
of M × 3N, and the address sequence d is scrambled it to obtain result C. This step not only
achieves single-channel scrambling, but also realizes channel-to-channel scrambling.

III. Insert a column of random numbers in front of the C matrix to get Ri ( j ), that is:

Ri ( j ) =

{

Rand(i ) if j = 1

C(i, j − 1) otherwise
, (21)

Employ Ri ( j ) and LTS to diffuse the image according to the following equation to get Bi ( j ):

Bi ( j ) =

{

Ri ( j ) if j = 1

Bi ( j − 1) ⊕ Ri ( j ) ⊕ (
⌊

S(i, j ) · 1010
⌋

mod 256) otherwise
, (22)

where � denotes the bit-wise XOR operation, ⌊·⌋ is the floor function, S is the random sequence
generated by LTS, whose expression is:

S(i, j ) =

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

S(1, 1) for i = 1, j = 1

LT S(r0, S(i − 1, 1)) for i > 1, j = 1

LT S(r1, S(i, j − 1)) for i > 1, j > 1

, (23)

where r0, r1, S(1,1) are initial paremeters defined by users. Fig. 4 is the process of inserting random
pixel and diffusion.

IV. Remove the fist column of Bi ( j ), reshape it to X of size M × N × 3, and perform RPFrHT on
each channel of X to get y:

Yi = Ra
H · Xi · Rb

H , (24)

where i = (R,G,B) denotes the i channel.
V. Take y as the input of 3DVD, and output the ciphertext and PK.

[cipher, PK] = 3dV D(Y ), (25)

where 3DVD represents the 3DVD.

4.2 Process of Decryption

I. Add ciphertext and PK to get Dy:

Dy = cipher + PK, (26)

II. Perform inverse RPFrHT on Dy to get Dx :

Dx = R−a
H · Dy · R−b

H , (27)

III. Reshape Dx for size M × 3N, insert the random sequence of encryption III in front of Dx to
get DB, and perform inverse diffusion operation on it. The inverse diffusion is given by:

DR (i, j ) = DB (i, j − 1) ⊕ DB (i, j ) ⊕ (
⌊

S(i, j ) · 1010
⌋

mod 256), (28)

Remove the first column of DR, then it is scrambled in reverse. Reshape the product to M × N × 3
to get the decrypted image Dimg.

The flow chart of encryption and decryption is shown in Fig. 3.

5. Encryption and Decryption Results

In order to verify the validity and feasibility of the proposed technology, this paper uses MATLAB
for numerical research. The initial values of parameters are shown in Table 1. This work was done
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Fig. 3. Flow chart of encryption and decryption, and 3DVD is denoted by dotted box.

Fig. 4. The process of inserting random pixels and diffusion.

TABLE 1

The Parameters of Each Process

on a laptop with Processor Intel (R) Core (TM) i5-4590 @ 3.30 GHz, Memory 4096 MB RAM, and
64-bit OS Win10.

The decryption performance and decryption quality are determined by calculating the correlation
coefficient (CC) and peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) between the input and decrypted images.
The CC can be given by:

CC =
E {[Io − E [Io]][Id − E [Id ]]}

√

E {[Io − E [Io]]
2}

√

E {[Id − E [Id ]]2}

, (29)

where Io and Id are the original and decrypted images, respectively. E[·] denotes the expected value
of function, M × N is the size of images.

Fig. 5(a)–(d) and Fig. 5(e)–(h) are the original image, ciphertext, PK and decrypted image,
respectively. The CC values and PSNR values are 1 and inf, respectively. It can be seen that
the cryptosystem is lossless.
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Fig. 5. (a) and (e) the original image, (b) and (f) the ciphertext, (c) and (g) the PK, (d) and (h) the
decrypted image.

Fig. 6. The CC values with the change of order a and b of RPFrHT.

Fig. 7. The senitivity of (a) α1, (b) α2, (c) β1, (d) β2, (e) χ0, (f) ς0, (g) r0, (h) r1, and (j) S(1, 1).

6. Security Analysis

When a new encryption scheme is developed, excellent security performance is required to be
qualified. In this section, we have performed various tests on this scheme.

6.1 Key Sensitivity

For a secure encryption scheme, the cryptosystem must be highly sensitive to key changes. We
test the scheme’s sensitivity to keys. Fig. 6 shows the CC values with the change of the order a
and b of RPFrHT. The change interval is [−0.01, 0.01] with step size 0.0005. It can be seen that
the CC value will change drastically only when the order changes slightly, which is about 20 times
more sensitive than that of [40]. That is, the encryption scheme is sensitive to the variation.
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Fig. 8. (a) and (d) the original images, (b) and (e) the arbitary images, (c), and (f) the decrypted images.

Fig. 7 shows the sensitivity of α1, α2, β1, β2, χ0, ς0, r0, r1 and S (1,1). Fig. 7(a) and (b) are
the decrypted images when α1 and α2 are increased by 10−15. Fig. 7(c) and (d) are the decrypted
images when β1 and β2 are increased by 10−16. Fig. 7(e) and (f) are the decrypted images when χ0

and ς0 are increased by 10−16 and 10−15, respectively. Fig. 7(g)–(j) are the decrypted images when
r0, r1 and S (1, 1) are increased by 10−15, 10−15 and 10−16, respectively. We can’t get any valid
information from the decrypted images, which shows that the scheme has highly key sensitivity.

6.2 Key Space

From the perspective of cryptography, the size of the key space must be no less than 2100 to ensure
the security of the cryptosystem. In the proposed scheme, the keys designed during the encryption
process are independent. The key sensitivity of orders a and b is about 0.002, that is, the key
space is not less than 102 × 102. From the Section 6.1, we can compute the size of key space is
102+2+15+15+16+16+16+15+15+15+16 = 10143 ≈ 2478.

6.3 Chosen-Plaintext Attack

It is well known that there are four types of traditional attacks, namely, cipher-only attack, known-
plaintext attack, chosen-cipher attack and chosen-plaintext attack. Among them, the chosen-
plaintext attack is the most vulnerable to attack. Therefore, if a cryptosystem could defend against
chosen-plaintext attack, it can resist other attacks.

Based on the proposed cryptosystem, the attacker may use any images to encrypt and obtain
a fake private key, then use the obtained fake private key to decrypt the ciphertext. The decrypted
image is shown in Fig. 8(c) and (f), in which Fig. 8(a) and (d) are the original images, Fig. 8(b) and
(e) are the arbitrary images, respectively. We can’t obtain any valid information, which indicates
that the proposed cryptosystem has high security and strong robustness to resist chosen plaintext
attack.

6.4 Correlation Coefficient Analysis

Correlation coefficient is an important index to measure the quality of cryptosystem. The correlation
between adjacent pixels of the ciphertext is very small in a good cryptosystem. In this simulation,
we selected 10000 pairs of adjacent pixels from the original and encrypted images, and measured
their correlation coefficients in the horizaontal, vertical and diagonal directions. The results are
shown in Table 2. It can be seen that there are significant corrtlations between adjacent pixels of
the original images, while there are almost no correlations in the corresponding encrypted images.
It proved that the proposed cryptosystem breaks the correlation of the original images.

6.5 Robustness Analysis

The noise and occlusion attacks are often used to test the robustness of an image encryption
scheme.
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TABLE 2

Correlation Coefficient of Adjacent Pixels

Fig. 9. Decrypted image with noise intensity: (a) 0.1, (b) 0.2, (c) 0.3, (d) 0.4, (e) 0.5, and (f) 0.6.

Fig. 10. Decrypted image when obscured the encrypted image by (a) 30 × 30 × 3, (b) 40 × 40 × 3,
(c) 50 × 50 × 3, (d) 60 × 60 × 3, (e) 70 × 70 × 3, and (f) 80 × 80 × 3 pixels.

The ciphertext is inevitably polluted by noise during transmission. We tested the effects of noise
on the cryptosystem and set the encrypted image to be contaminated by Gaussian noise as follows:

E ′ = E (1 + kG), (30)

where E and E′ denote encrypted image and noise-contaminated encrypted image, respectively.
G is a Gaussian random noise with a mean of 0 and a variance of 0.05, and k denotes a Gaussian
noise intensity coefficient.

Fig. 9(a)–(f) are the decrypted images when ciphertext are polluted with noise intensity k = 0.1,
0.2, 0.3 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6, respectively. In those case, we can still distinguish the features of the
images, which represents that the proposed scheme is robust to noise attack.

Some information may lose when a ciphertext is transmitted over a communication channel. In
order to test the robustness of the proposed scheme against data loss, we obscured the encrypted
image by 30 × 30 × 3, 40 × 40 × 3, 50 × 50 × 3, 60 × 60 × 3, 70 × 70 × 3, 80 × 80 × 3
pixels, the corrsponding decrypted images are shown in Fig. 10. The decrypted images have
original information, which indicates that some data lost, the remaining pixels still contain global
information, the proposed scheme can withstand a certain amount of data loss.
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Fig. 11. The CC values (a) with the change of noise intensity and (b) the change of occlusion size.

TABLE 3

The Comparison of Key Space

TABLE 4

The Comparison of Correlation Coefficient

Fig. 11(a) and (b) are the CC values with the change of noise intensity and occlusion size,
respectively. As we can see, this scheme can resist noise attack and data loss attack effectively.

7. Comparison and Discussion

7.1 Comparison

In this section, the scheme is compared with other mehods in literature to prove that the scheme
is reliable and safe. Table 3 provides a comparison of the key space among the proposed scheme
and other schemes which are symmetric encryption. It shows that the key space of the proposed
scheme is large enough to resist brute force attacks, and attackers can’t correctly decrypt images
through large-scale exhaustive searches. Table 4 shows a comparison of correlation coefficient with
other schemes, which shows our scheme has superior performances in adjacent pixels correlation.

7.2 Discussion

Current color-image encryption algorithms are classified into two categories, one is individual
encryption, which encrypts each channel individually, the other is sequential encryption, which en-
crypts each channel in turn. As shown in Fig. 12, (a), the proposed 3DVD, realizes three-component
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Fig. 12. The process of (a) our technique and (b) sequential image encryption.

encryption with one action, and each channel has the same encryption strength. Fig. 12(b) is the
diagram of common individual encryption, which encrypts each channel individually. In this case,
attackers can obtain most of the information of the original color image only by attacking one
of the channels. The proposed 3DVD can reduce this risk, because it encrypts three channels
with one action, in which every channel is encrypted uniformly not individually. Fig. 12(c) is the
diagram of common sequential encryption, and each channel is encrypted in turn, which results
in the last encrypted channel having weakest and fewest constraint because it is decrypted first
when attacked. Each channel of the color image has the outline information of the whole image,
and as long as one channel is decrypted, the attacker basically gets most of information of the
original image. For example, in paper [39], the author processes phase-truncated Fresnel transform
(PRFrT) on R, G and B channel sequentially. In the process of attack, only RPM R1 and R2,
secret keys P5 and P6 are needed to decrypt the B channel. However, to decrypt the G channel,
P3 and P4 are additionally required. To decrypt the R channel, additional constraints P1, P2, P3

and P4 are required. Therefore, this kind of encryption scheme has a vulnerable channel, while
the proposed 3DVD can achieve three-component encryption with one action, which avoids the
vulnerable channel, and strengthens the security.

8. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a novel 3DVD for color-image encryption, which provides a reliable
security constraint. It decomposes 3D vectors in random planes with random sizes, which outputs
the real ciphertext. Moreover, we employ an 1D chaos with strong chaotic performances, and
RPFrHT to cooperate 3DVD for a color-image cryptosystem. The 3DVD realizes a three-component
encryption with one action, which reduces the single-channel attack risk in individual encryption
and avoids the vulnerable channel in sequential color-image encryption. The proposed cryptosys-
tem gives real outputs for reducing the amount of data, which is convenient for recording and
transmission. Besides, it has large key space, high key sensitivity, and robustness resisting various
attack.
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